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business tools:- all-in-one business suite 3.0 - this is an
intuitive, comprehensive, powerful, and easy-to-use suite
that can unclutter your daily schedule. you can get this
suite for free from the official website. window-type file
management- db hacker 1.0 - test your database for new
exploit. c# office tools:- database connectivity tools 1.1.2 -
a powerful database connection manager. it is an
enhancement of the original connectivity suite and
database tools. you can get this product for free from the
official website. pc tools:- pc inspector 3.0 - a freeware tool
for checking your pc performance including cpu, memory,
network, hard disk, and other hardware. has a sleek and
intuitive interface.- norton rescue cd 2.0.0 - it contains a
complete set of tools to make your pc or laptop as error-
free as possible. it has a special tool to scan and repair
registry errors, which is equivalent to the windows restore
tool. it also has a special tool to check your hard drive for
hidden errors, and another tool to remove virus from your
computer.- recuva 1.2.0 - recover files, lost photos, emptied
recycle bin, files deleted due to system problems, the tool
can help you get back all these items easily. it can even fix
file system errors, if your system files are damaged.
windows utilities:- system information tool 1.0 - displays
system information and performance metrics for your
computer's cpu, memory, registry, bios, connected devices,
and many more. the most powerful spyware remover, with
a large library of spyware removal tools.- system restore
1.0 - restore system files to their original positions, and
improve system performance. it can even restore deleted
files.- system optimization 1.4.0 - tuning up your system's
computer speed. it can improve your computer's
performance, and reduce the cost of electricity. it has an
intuitive interface, making it easy to use. it is a free version.
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more free tools:- check point firewall tools:- check point
firewall tools:- check point firewall tools:- check point
firewall tools:- check point firewall tools:- check point
firewall tools:- check point firewall tools:- check point
firewall tools:

Download Atapwd 1.2 Hard Disk Password Utility

hdd unlock wizard is a user-friendly application which allows
you to easily remove hdd passwords. ide and sata hard disk
drives are supported. both user and master password can
be removed. please note that while unlocking, hdd unlock

wizard will erase and re-certify the drive, meaning to say all
data in the disk is lost and not recoverable. hdd unlock

wizard incorporates proprietary unlocking algorithms which
allow removing an unknown hdd password and making the
hard drive usable again. this is a fully featured password

recovery utility that can be used to search for and remove a
password for a hard drive or partition. the password can be

removed for all disk drives including sata and ide. the
master password will also be removed. the reason why we

have set a hard disk password is to stop the hard drive from
being accidentally wiped, but we also need to protect our
hard disk in case it gets stolen. most of the time, a thief is
also familiar with the hard disk password, as they usually
know the contents of the hard disk, they can extract data
from a hard disk drive without the password. so in order to
protect our data, we need to encrypt the data and save the
password to the hard disk, we need the password to access
the encrypted data. although we can store the password in
a file, by reading the file and entering the password when
we try to access the encrypted data, the password file is
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easily lost. thus, we need to store the password somewhere
secure, like a hardware password. backed up passwords are

easy to find. people that lost their computer, will often
search for the hard disk, they will probably search for the

hard disk password. so we can use the backed up
passwords as an alternative to the hard disk password.
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